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Abstract

Sparse matrix factorization algorithms are typically characterized
by irregular memory access patterns that limit their performance on
parallel�vector supercomputers� For symmetric problems� methods
such as the multifrontal method replace irregular operations with
dense matrix kernels� However� no e�cient method based primari�
ly on dense matrix kernels exists for matrices whose pattern is very
unsymmetric� A new unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method based
on dense matrix kernels is presented� Frontal matrices are rectangular
instead of square� and the elimination tree is replaced with a directed
acyclic graph� As in the classical multifrontal method� advantage is
taken of repetitive structure in the matrix by amalgamating nodes in
the directed acyclic graph� potentially giving it high performance on
parallel�vector supercomputers� Performance of a sequential version
is compared with the classical multifrontal method and a standard
unsymmetric solver on an Alliant FX��� computer�
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� Introduction

Conventional sparse matrix factorization algorithms rely heavily on indirect
addressing	 This gives them an irregular memory access pattern that limits
their performance on typical parallel�vector supercomputers	 In contrast� the
multifrontal method is designed with regular memory access behavior in the
innermost loops ����	 Its kernel is one or more steps of LU factorization within
each square� dense frontal matrix de�ned by the nonzero pattern of a pivot
row and column	 These steps of LU factorization compute a submatrix of
update terms that are held within the frontal matrix until they are assembled
�added� into the frontal matrix of its father in the elimination tree	 The
elimination tree controls parallelism across multiple frontal matrices� while
dense matrix operations ��� provide parallelism and vectorization within each
frontal matrix	 These concepts are discussed by Du� and Reid in ����	

However� this method is based on an assumption of a symmetric nonzero
pattern� and so has a poor performance on matrices whose patterns are very
unsymmetric	 If this assumption is not made� the frontal matrices are rectan�
gular instead of square� a directed acyclic task graph replaces the elimination
tree� and frontal matrices are no longer assembled by a single father	

A new unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal approach respecting these con�
straints is presented	 It builds the elimination task graph either during factor�
ization or in a preprocessing phase	 As in the classical multifrontal method�
advantage is taken of repetitive structure in the matrix by amalgamating
nodes in the elimination task graph	 Thus the algorithm uses dense ma�
trix kernels in its innermost loops� potentially giving it high performance on
parallel�vector supercomputers	

��� Previous work

The multifrontal method of Du� and Reid �MA��� ��� �� ��� will be referred
to as the classical multifrontal method	 It will be described in Section �
to contrast it with the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method proposed
here	 Other parallel algorithms for unsymmetric sparse matrices include
the D� algorithm �
�� partial pivoting methods ���� ��� ��� ���� the PSolve
algorithm ���� and others ��� ���	 The D� algorithm is based on a non�
deterministic parallel pivot search that constructs a set of independent pivots
�m� say� followed by a parallel rank�m update of the active submatrix	 Near






the end of the factorization� the active submatrix is considered as a dense
matrix �and factorized with dense matrix kernels�	 Of all these algorithms for
unsymmetric sparse matrices� the classical multifrontal method takes most
advantage of dense matrix kernels� but is unsuitable when the pattern of the
matrix is very unsymmetric	

Most recently� Gilbert and Liu ���� and Eisenstat and Liu ���� have pre�
sented symbolic factorization algorithms for unsymmetricmatrices� assuming
that the pivot ordering is known a priori	 The algorithms are based on the
elimination directed acyclic graph �dag� and its reductions� which are similar
to the reduced data ow and control ow graphs presented in this report	
Moreover� we also indicate how our graphs can be applied to the case where
the pivot ordering is not known a priori	

��� Outline of report

The following sections discuss issues in developing an unsymmetric�pattern
multifrontal method and in designing algorithms and software to implement
it	 Section � describes LU factorization in terms of general frontal matrices	
Section � shows that the elimination tree is insu�cient for the unsymmetric�
pattern multifrontal method	 Section � presents a reduced data ow graph
and a reduced control ow graph� and discusses their amalgamation and
representation	 These two directed acyclic graphs are to the unsymmetric�
pattern multifrontal method as the elimination tree is to the classical multi�
frontal method	 Section 
 discusses an analysis�only algorithm� which com�
putes a symbolic factorization when the pivot sequence is not known in ad�
vance	 Section � presents a factor�only algorithm based on the reduced data
ow and control ow graphs� and highlights several open problems such as
the e�ects of numerical pivoting	 It requires a previous analysis phase� either
from the analysis�only algorithm or the combined analysis�factor algorithm
described in Section �	 The performance of the analysis�factor algorithm
is illustrated in Section �	 Finally� Section � summarizes the unsymmetric�
pattern multifrontal method� including open problems and future research	
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� LU factorization with general frontal ma�

trices

The LU factorization of an n�by�n matrix A into the product of a lower
triangular matrix L �with unit�diagonal� times an upper triangular matrix
U consists of n major steps	 In the outer�product formulation of Gaussian
elimination� A is transformed into the product L�k�A�k�U �k� after step k �� �
k � n�A��� � A�L�n� � L�U �n� � U�	 The active submatrix� Ak� is the lower�
right �n � k��by��n � k� submatrix of A�k�� and is the portion of the matrix
A�k� that has still to be reduced after step k has �nished	 We can write

L�k�A�k�U �k� �

�
L� �
L� In�k

�
�

�
Ik �
� Ak

�
�

�
U� U�

� In�k

�
�

where matrices L� and U� are k�by�k lower and upper triangular matrices�
respectively� Ik is the k�by�k identity matrix� and In�k is the �n�k��by��n�k�
identity matrix	

When we include pivoting to preserve sparsity and maintain numerical
accuracy� the matrix PAQ �instead of A� is factorized into LU 	 The permu�
tation matrices P and Q de�ne the row and column permutations performed
during factorization or during a preprocessing phase	 However� to simpli�
fy the notation used to describe the method� permutations will be ignored
without loss of generality	

An entry in row i and column j of a sparse matrix A is a single value aij
that is symbolically represented in the sparse data structure for A	 An entry
is typically numerically nonzero� but explicit zero entries might be included
if the pattern represents a class of matrices to which the given A belongs	
Numerical cancellation is ignored during factorization� so entries inA�k� might
become numerically zero	

Step k selects a single pivot entry a
�k���
ij from the submatrix Ak��� and

interchanges row i and column j with the leading row and column of Ak���
respectively �equivalently� the k�th row and column of A�k����	 Row i and
column j are the k�th pivot row and column� respectively	 Step k then
computes L�k�� A�k�� and U �k� from L�k���� A�k���� and U �k���	

For a sparse matrix A� de�ne the row and column structure as the index
pattern of the entries in rows or columns of A� viz	

Struct�Ai�� � fj j aij �� �g

�



Struct�A�j� � fi j aij �� �g�

The row degree r�k�i �i � k� is the number of entries in row i of A�k�� and the

column degree c
�k�
j �j � k� is the number of entries in column j of A�k�� so

that
r
�k�
i � jStruct�A

�k�
i� �j

c
�k�
j � jStruct�A�k�

�j �j�

The LU factorization can be described in terms of general frontal matrices	
An element or general frontal matrix Ek is a dense� rectangular �c

�k���
j �by�

r
�k���
i � submatrix that corresponds to the pivot �a

�k���
ij � selected at step k	

The columns in Ek are de�ned by the set Uk� which is the set of column
indices of entries in the pivot row i selected at step k	 Similarly� the rows in
Ek are de�ned by the set Lk� which is the set of row indices of entries in the
pivot column j selected at step k	 That is�

Uk � Struct�A
�k���
i� �

Lk � Struct�A�k���
�j ��

The sets Lk and Uk are referred to as the row and column pattern� respec�
tively� of the frontal matrix Ek	

One or more consecutive pivots a�k�� � � � � a�k�gk��� �for some gk � �� may
have the same pivot row and column structure �excluding earlier pivots� as
the �rst pivot a�k��� in the frontal matrix	 In this case� their pivot rows and
columns are also in the element Ek	 The q�th row and column in Ek is the
�k� q� ���th pivot row and column �� � q � gk�	 Entries not in the �rst gk
rows or columns of Ek form the contribution block� Dk� of update terms that
are added to A�k��� to obtain the reduced matrix A�k�gk���	 The elements
Ek�� to Ek�gk�� are not explicitly represented� having been amalgamated
into the single element Ek	 The gk major steps of LU factorization within a
single element Ek can be performed with dense matrix kernels	 Element Ek

is referred to as a supernode with a pivot block of rank gk if gk � �� or as a
simple node if gk � �	 Two or more rows with identical structure are referred
to as a super�row� and columns with identical column structure are referred
to as a super�column	

The row and column pattern of Ek �Lk and Uk� divide into two subsets�

Lk � L�k � L�k

�



�where L�k is the set of gk pivot rows in Ek� and

Uk � U�k � U�k�

�where U�k is the set of gk pivot columns in Ek�	 The sets L�k� L�k� U�k� and
U�k divide the element Ek into four submatrices Fk� Bk� Ck and Dk�

Ek �

U�k U�k

L�k

L�k

�
Fk Bk

Ck Dk

�
�

where the matrix is shown before factorization	 The matrices Fk� Bk and
Ck are fully assembled before the factorization of this frontal matrix begins	
That is� all contributions from previous elements are added into Fk� Bk and
Ck	 However� the submatrix Dk may only hold a partial summation of the
original matrix entries and update terms from previous elements	

The numerical factorization within this frontal matrix computes the LU
factorization of Fk �Fk � L�kU�k�� computes the block column L�k of L and
the block row U�k of U � and updates the contribution block with the Schur
complement

Dk � D�
k � Dk � L�kU�k�

overwriting Dk with D�
k	 Any entries in Fk can be selected as pivots� as

long as they are numerically acceptable	 Numerical considerations require
pivoting within the pivot block Fk and might limit the number of pivots to
less than the maximum �in which case gk is taken to be the actual number
of pivots found in Ek�	 The matrices L�k and L�k de�ne columns k through
k � gk � � of L� and U�k and U�k de�ne rows k through k � gk � � of U 	

The lower�right �n � k��by��n � k� submatrix of A is referred to as the
active part of A� and is denoted by Ak����n�k����n	 The active submatrix Ak is
represented as a sum of elements created during factorization� plus the active
part of A�

Ak � Ak����n�k����n �
kX

t��

E
�k�
t

�where elements amalgamated into other elements are not included in the
summation�	 The active part of an element Et just after step k �denoted as

E
�k�
t � is a submatrix of Et formed by rows and columns that are non�pivotal

after step k �where � � t � k�	 The row and column pattern of E�k�
t are

denoted as L�k�
t and U �k�

t � respectively	
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��� Example matrix

Consider the matrix A

A �

�
������������

p� � � � � � �
� p� � � � � �
� � p� � � � �
� � � p	 � � �
� � � � � � �
� � � � � � �
� � � � � � �

�
������������

with a partially factorized matrix L���A���U ���

�
������������

p� � � � � � �
� p� � � � � �
� � p� � � � �

� � � p	 � � �
� � � � � � �
� � � � � � �
� � � � � � �

�
������������

after three steps of LU factorization	 An entry is denoted as �� a zero is a
small dot� and pk denotes the k�th pivot entry	 The pivots are assumed to lie
on the diagonal in order	 The two elements created are the dense rectangular
matrices� E� and E�	

E� �

� � 

� p� � �

� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

E� �

� � � 
 �
� p� � � � �
� � p� � � �


 � � � � �
� � � � � �

��



The pivot rows and columns have been delineated from the contribution
blocks	 The active submatrix after step � is

A� � A	��
�	��
� E
���
� � E

���
� �

or�

A� �

� 
 � �
� � � � �

 � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �

�
� 


� � �
� � �

�
� 
 �


 � � �
� � � �

�

Note that E� is not generated� since it lies entirely within E�	 If the entry
a
���
	�	 �labeled as p	� is selected at step � as the fourth pivot� then the resulting

element E	 would be

E	 �

� 

� p	 �

 � �
� � �

�

Also note that element E� makes a contribution to the pivot row of E	 which
cannot be assembled into or represented by the intermediate element E��
even though E� a�ects portions of E�	 This would not occur if the pattern
of A was symmetric	

� Elimination tree and elimination directed

acyclic graphs

The elimination tree forms the basis of many sparse matrix algorithms� de�
scribing either the data ow graph or the control ow graph� or both ��
�	
A more general pair of graphs is needed for the unsymmetric�pattern multi�
frontal method	

A data �ow graph is a directed acyclic graph Gdata � �V� Edata� that con�
sists of a set of nodes V � f�� � � � � ng� and a set of directed edges Edata	
Without amalgamation� V � f�� � � � � ng	 With amalgamation� V is the set of
all explicitly represented frontal matrices �V � ��� �� �� � � �� for the example
in Section ��	 The corresponding control �ow graph is Gcontrol � �V� Econtrol�	

��



For multifrontal methods� a node s 	 V represents the assembly and factor�
ization of elementEs	 The directed edge �s� t� 	 Edata� s � t� if node t receives
data directly from node s	 Similarly� �s� t� 	 Econtrol if the execution of node
t must pause at some point and wait for node s to reach a certain point in
its execution �for multifrontal methods� t usually waits until s completes�	
The data ow graph is su�cient to describe the control ow dependences�
but some of the edges might be unnecessary	 Thus� Econtrol � Edata	

A complete directed acyclic graph Gcomplete � �V� Ecomplete� is su�cient for
describing both the data ow and control ow for the unsymmetric�pattern
multifrontal method	 The complete data ow graph� Gcomplete data� and the
complete control ow graph� Gcomplete control are simply equal to Gcomplete	
Ecomplete has directed edges �s� t� of two types� EL

complete or EU
complete� where

EL
complete � f�s� t� j s � t� lts �� �g � f�s� t� j t 	 L�sg

EU
complete � f�s� t� j s � t� ust �� �g � f�s� t� j t 	 U�sg

Ecomplete � EL
complete � E

U
complete

EL
complete control 
 EL

complete data 
 EL
complete

EU
complete control 
 EU

complete data 
 EU
complete�

Similar directed acyclic graphs have been used for symbolic LU factorization
of unsymmetric sparse matrices ���� ���	

Most parallel sparse matrix factorization algorithms are based on the
elimination tree� T �

T � �V� Etree�

Etree � f�s� t� j t � father �s�g

father �s� � minft j s � t� lts �� �g�

If a node a appears in the unique path from node d to the root� then node
a is an ancestor of its descendant node d	 The elimination tree is typical�
ly de�ned only for symmetric�patterned LU factors� with the exception of
partial�pivoting methods ���� ���	

The classical multifrontal method ���� is one method based on the elimin�
ation tree	 It has a similar formulation as the general frontal matrix formula�
tion described in the previous section� except that the analysis is performed
on the pattern of A�AT 	 Frontal matrices are square	 The method is usually

��



divided into two phases� symbolic analysis and numerical factorization	 The
symbolic phase �nds a suitable pivot ordering using a sparsity�preserving
heuristic such as minimum degree ����� determines the elimination tree� and
�nds the patterns of L and U 	 Each node s in the elimination tree repre�
sents the work associated with element Es	 The elimination tree describes
the large�grain parallelism between the nodes	 For both the classical and
unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal methods� the work at a node s will be re�
ferred to as task s� although additional medium�grain parallelism can occur
within each task� using the Level�� BLAS ��� for supernodes or Level�� BLAS
��� for simple nodes	

The column pattern Ut of the frontal matrix Et is given by the union of
the column pattern U �t���

s of each son s of node t and the structure of row
t of the upper triangular part of A	 A node can be amalgamated with one
of its sons if the row pattern of the father is identical to the son �excluding
the index of the son�s pivot column�	 That is� if Ut � U�s for a single son s

of node t	 Additional amalgamation may be allowed if the patterns are not
quite identical� in which case extra �ll�in occurs	

The numerical factorization phase uses the elimination tree to compute
the LU factorization	 The tree acts as both a data ow graph by guiding
the assembly process and the construction of new elements� and as a control
ow graph by describing the precedence between nodes	 Task t assembles the
frontal matrices E�t���

s of each son node s into Et	 Because of the symmetric�
pattern assumption the pattern Ut is a superset of the pattern U �t���

s of the
contribution block of each son s	 The entire contribution block Ds of a
son can always be assembled into its father� since all the rows and columns
that are a�ected byDs are present in Et	 The method takes advantage of the
dense matrix kernels ��� �� to factorize Et� the Level�� BLAS �outer�product�
if gt � � or the Level�� BLAS if gt � �	

The classical multifrontal method is not the only method based on the
elimination tree	 In the sparse column�Cholesky factorization of George et al	
����� the work at node k in the elimination tree is the computation of column
k of L	 The work at node k modi�es column k with columns corresponding to
a subset of the descendants of node k in the elimination tree	 The data ow
graph is not a tree� but it is at least spanned by the control ow graph� which
is simply the elimination tree	 This is in contrast to the classical multifrontal
method� in which data is assembled only from the sons of a node	

However� the elimination tree is not appropriate in a multifrontal method

��



if the frontal matrices have unsymmetric patterns	 This is due to the incom�
plete assembly that takes place	 Consider the inter�relationships between
three elements� Er� Es� and Et �r � s � t� described the following ��by��
submatrix of LnU formed from the pivot rows and columns r� s� and t��

�� pr urs urt
lsr ps ust
ltr lts pt

�
�� �

Assume that there are other nonzeros in these row and columns of U and L�
respectively	 If� for example� urs � lts � �� the inter�relationships become�

��
pr � urt
lsr ps ust
ltr � pt

�
�� � ���

The example given earlier in Section �	� �ts this case� where r � �� s � ��
and t � � �except that element E� is a supernode with g� � ��	

Task r computes update terms for both rows s and t	 The row pattern
Ls of Es� however� does not contain the row index t� so the update terms in
row t of Er cannot be assembled into Es	 Figure � shows the corresponding
fragment of the data ow graph �only nodes r� s� and t�	 The data ow
edges are labeled with rows and columns of the updates computed by the
source and sent to the sink	 The data ow edge �r� t� is present because row
t of Er must be assembled directly into Et	 It cannot be assembled into Es

for later assembly into Et	 The data ow graph shown in Figure � is not a
tree� although it would be possible to use an elimination tree as a control
ow graph in this case	 The edges of a su�cient control ow graph fragment
would be �r� s� and �s� t�	 This ��node elimination tree spans the data ow
graph in Figure �� as is the case in sparse column�Cholesky	

In general� however� it is not possible to use an elimination tree to describe
the control ow graph	 Consider the case in Equation � if urt � ust � �	 The
��by�� submatrix of LnU becomes�

��
pr � �
lsr ps �
ltr � pt

�
�� � ���

In this case� tasks s and t both assemble a contribution from Er �assuming
that there are other nonzeros in row r�� but they may proceed in parallel

��



t

s

r

row t
column t

row s

column t

Figure �� Data ow graph fragment for Equation �

r

ts

row s row t

Figure �� Data ow graph fragment for Equation �

after task r completes	 The corresponding fragment of the data ow graph
is shown in Figure �	 The control ow graph is not a tree since node r has
more than one father� the parallelism between s and t cannot be described
by a tree rooted at node n	

Thus the elimination tree can be used neither as a data ow graph nor
as a control ow graph for a general frontal matrix method	 This point
is further illustrated by the following example	 The matrix ��� shows the
leading 
�by�
 submatrix of the LnU factors of a larger matrix�

�
�������

p� � � � �
� p� � � �
� � p� � �
� � � p	 �
� � � � p�

�
�������
� ���

Figure � shows the corresponding complete graph	 The data dependences in
the �gure are labeled with the entries in L and U that cause them�

EL
complete � f��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 
�� ��� 
�g

EU
complete � f��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�

�




1

32

4

5

l21

u14

u24

l31

u34

l54

l 51

Figure �� Data ow and control ow graph for Equation �

With the seven data dependences shown� the control ow graph must include
at least the edges drawn with solid lines �edges ������ ������ ������ ������ and
���
��	 It is not a tree but a directed acyclic graph	 If a control ow graph
was chosen that satis�ed the data dependences �and yet was still a tree�� it
would limit the parallelism	 The parallelism between nodes � and � cannot be
described by a tree	 If matrix ��� and the given pivot ordering were presented
to the classical multifrontal method� the entire 
�by�
 submatrix would be
dense and no parallelism would exist between nodes � and �	

� Reduced data �ow and control �ow graphs

A frontal matrix will persist until its contribution block is completely assem�
bled into other frontal matrices	 Using the complete graph as the data ow
graph� the contribution blocks are held for the longest time possible before
being completely assembled and discarded� because each edge represents the
assembly of a small amount of data �a single row or column�	 A simpler data
ow graph will improve the memory requirements of the method	 Similarly�
although the complete graph can be used as the control ow graph� removing
redundant control ow edges will simplify amalgamation	 Common simpli��
cations to both the data ow graph and the control ow graph are discussed
�rst� followed by simpli�cations applicable to the control ow graph only	

Relationships between adjacent nodes in the control ow graph and data
ow graph are de�ned as follows	 Node s is an Lson of its Lfather node
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t if �s� t� 	 EL and �s� t� �	 EU 	 Node s is a Uson of its Ufather node t if
�s� t� �	 EL and �s� t� 	 EU 	 Finally� node s is an LUson of its LUfather node
t if �s� t� 	 EL and �s� t� 	 EU 	 The term father refers to any type of father�
and the term son refers to any type of son	

Data ow edges are redundant if the data ow they represent can be
accounted for by other edges in the graph	 Redundant edge removal in the
data ow graph is divided into two cases� removal of edges in EL �case ���
and removal of edges in EU �case ��	 Case � is simply the transpose of case
�� so we only discuss case �	 For case � edge removal� consider the lower
triangular part of the submatrix formed from rows and columns r� s� and t

of LnU �r � s � t�� �
�� pr � �
lsr ps �
ltr lts pt

�
�� �

For any given entry lsr in L element Er makes a contribution to row s�
which later is assembled into the pivot row s of the element Es �assuming
r is not a singleton�	 Fill�in from pivot row r causes the column pattern of
E�s���

r �just before step s� to be a subset of the column pattern of Es�

U �s���
r � Us if lsr �� �� ���

If there are two other entries ltr and lts then both elementsEr and Es compute
a contribution to the pivot row t	 Because of Equation �� the contribution
that Er makes to row t can be assembled into the frontal matrix of Es without
changing the pattern of Es	 If this assembly is made� the data ow edge
�r� t� 	 EL

complete data is removed	 This is shown in the graph in Figure �	 The
new graph� after redundant edge removal via cases � and �� will be referred
to as the reduced data �ow graph� and denoted as Grdata � �V� Erdata�	

The reduced data ow graph Grdata can be partially characterized as
follows	 Erdata is a subset of all edges

f�r� s� j �r� s� 	 Ecomplete data� s � �rstpair �r�g

where �rstpair �r� is the �rst o��diagonal pair in row r of U and column r

of L�
�rstpair �r� � minft j ltrurt �� �g�

Some edges can satisfy cases � or � and precede the �rst o��diagonal pair
�edge �r� t� in Figure �� for example�	 Any given node in the reduced data
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Figure �� Case � edge removal in data ow and control ow graphs

ow graph has at most one LUfather �corresponding to the �rst o��diagonal
pair�� in addition to Lfathers and Ufathers corresponding to edges preceding
the �rst o��diagonal pair	

The control ow graph can be simpli�ed using the same cases � and �	
Many other edges� however� are redundant for describing the task precedence	
Additional edge removal in the control ow graph falls into two cases� �ll�in
in L �case ��� and �ll�in in U �case ��	 Case � is the transpose of case �� and
so we only discuss case �	 Consider the following submatrix�

�
��
pr urs �
� ps �
ltr lts pt

�
�� �

Two entries urs and ltr force lts to be an entry in L	 If lts was zero� it
becomes a �ll�in entry	 If it was already an entry� it still is an entry since
we ignore numerical cancellation	 The entry lts creates a dependence from
node s to node t in the control ow graph fragment shown in Figure 
� where
r � s � t	 Edge �r� t� is redundant to describe the control ow dependences
between tasks r� s� and t and can be removed	 The edge �r� t� would also be
removed if transitive reduction ��� is applied to this fragment	 The new graph�
after edge removal via all four cases� will be referred to as the reduced control
�ow graph� and denoted as Grcontrol � �V� Ercontrol�	 In general� the reduced
control ow graph is not su�cient to describe the data ow dependences	

The reduced control ow graph Grcontrol can be described as follows	 Let
jmin be the column of the �rst o��diagonal entry in row r of U 	 Let imin

be the row of the �rst o��diagonal entry in column r of L	 If jmin � imin
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� Case � edge removal in control ow graph only

then node r has no Lfathers� as shown in the following example submatrix��
����
pr urs � urv
� ps � �
ltr lts pt utv
� � � pv

�
���� � �
�

where imin � t and jmin � s	
All edges in EL

complete control starting at r are removed via case � edge
removal because of �ll�in from the single entry ur�jmin	 Some� but not all� of
the edges in EU

complete control are also removed via case � edge removal	 The
edge �r� v� 	 EU

complete control is redundant because of the �ll�in entry utv� and
can be removed via case � edge removal for nodes r� t� and v	 Thus� any
edge f�r� v�j�r� v� 	 EU

complete control� v � iming is redundant	 The node r

will have Ufathers described by the set fsjurs �� �� s � iming	 Node r

will have no LUfathers� since all edges in EL
complete control starting at r are

removed	 Similarly� if jmin � imin then node r has Lfathers in the set
fsjlsr �� �� s � jming	 If jmin � imin� all but the �rst o��diagonal pair
are removed via cases � and �� and node r only has a single LUfather� jmin	
Any node has either a single LUfather� or one or more Ufathers� or one or
more Lfathers� but never a combination of these three types	

These two graphs are not necessarily minimal	 For example� the redun�
dant edge ��� �� in the graph shown in Figure � will be present in the reduced
graphs �where all edges are in EL�	 Transitive reduction ��� could be applied
to Gcomplete control to obtain a minimal Grcontrol	 Transitive reduction cannot
be applied to Gcomplete data	 For example� edge �r� t� is required in Grdata in
Figure 
� but is removed from Gcomplete data by transitive reduction	 Tran�
sitive reduction could be applied separately to the graphs �V� EL

complete data�
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Figure �� Reduced data ow graph with redundant edge �����

and �V� EU
complete data�� and the results combined to give Grdata	 However�

performing transitive reduction would introduce a signi�cant computational
overhead �speci�cally� O�nlog� 
�� which is much more than the time to fac�
torize a sparse matrix�	 Although these graphs are not minimal� the four
cases of edge removal yield a reduced graph with many fewer edges than
the complete graph� without the cost of transitive reduction	 Experimental
results showing the level of reduction achieved are given in Table � and the
accompanying discussion in Section �	 Eisenstat and Liu ���� describe similar
reductions� which they refer to as partial transitive reductions	 These reduc�
tions improve the assembly process� decrease the amount of memory needed
to represent the graphs� simplify amalgamation� and improve the memory
requirements for unassembled contributions	 Both the reduced control ow
graph and the reduced data ow graph are identical to the elimination tree
if the pattern of LnU is symmetric	

��� Amalgamation

Both the factor�only algorithm �Section �� and the analysis�factor algorithm
�Section �� require a representation of the reduced data ow and reduced con�
trol ow graphs	 They also require amalgamation to be performed on these
graphs	 These operations can either be done by the analysis�only algorithm
�Section 
� or by the analysis�factor algorithm	

A father node f and son node s can be amalgamated into a single super�
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Figure �� Fill�in due to amalgamation between LUson and LUfather

node s�	 The amalgamated element Es� has row pattern Ls �Lf and column
pattern Us � Uf 	 Extra �ll�in due to amalgamation will occur if the pattern
of Es� is not identical to the pattern of Es	

If f is an LUfather of s� then extra �ll�in can occur in row and column s�
but not row or column f � nor in the contribution block� because

U �f �
s � U

�f �
f ���

L�f �
s � L

�f �
f ���

as shown in Figure �	 Fill�in does occur in columns U �f �
f nU �f �

s in row s� and

in rows L
�f �
f nL

�f �
s in column s	

If f is only an Lfather of s� then the two pivot columns f and s are
unrelated �Equation � holds� but not Equation ��� as shown in Figure �	
Fill�in can occur in columns f and s� and in row s� but not in row f 	 Fill�in
can also occur in the contribution block of Es� � speci�cally� the submatrix
de�ned by columns U

�f �
f nU �f �

s and rows L�f �
s n�L

�f �
f � L�f �

s � �outlined with a
dashed box in Figure ��	 Amalgamation between s and a Ufather f is the
transpose of the Lfather case	

Extra �ll�in due to amalgamation has di�erent e�ects on the symbolic
factorization computed before amalgamation is performed	 Fill�in in the
pivot rows and columns f and s has only a local e�ect on the graph	 Edges
between f and s are removed� edges that start at f or s now start at s�� and
edges that terminate at f or s now terminate at s�	 If there is no �ll�in in
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Figure �� Fill�in due to amalgamation between Lson and Lfather

the contribution block� the patterns of the remaining factors L and U �in
rows and columns f � � through n� are una�ected	 However� �ll�in in the
contribution block can cause a ripple e�ect in the remaining factors and their
graphs� requiring a re�application of the symbolic factorization	 Fill�in in the
contribution blocks can be avoided by limiting amalgamation so that it never
occurs	 An alternative is to include amalgamation as an integral part of the
symbolic factorization so that the extra �ll�in due to amalgamation can be
computed during symbolic factorization	

��� Representation of the data �ow and control �ow

graphs

The pattern of L is stored in a column�oriented form as the sets fLt j t 	 Vg�
while the pattern of U is stored in a row�oriented form as the sets fUt jt 	 Vg	
For the factor�only algorithm� each set is sorted in pivot order	 Together�
the patterns of L and U represent the complete graph	 The fathers of a
node s in the reduced data ow and reduced control ow graphs are readily
found from the patterns of L and U using the rules given above	 Redundant
edges in the complete data ow graph can be agged by the symbolic phase�
although only entries up to and including the �rst o��diagonal pair need to
be scanned	 However� the numerical phase also needs the sons of a node
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in the data ow graph� requiring access to the pattern of L by rows and
to the pattern of U by columns	 Scanning the column�oriented form of the
pattern of L and the row�oriented form of the pattern of U in this order
is ine�cient	 One alternative is to list in a separate� static� data structure
the sons of each node in the reduced data ow graph� and their type �Lson�
Uson� or LUson�	 The additional storage could be a signi�cant overhead� as
much as O�entries in L � entries in U�	 This alternative is not suitable for
the analysis�factor algorithm� since the pivot order and the patterns of L and
U are not known in advance	

An alternative� dynamic� representation requires less storage than the
static representation	 Associated with each pivot entry is a pair of link lists�
one for Lsons� and the other for Usons	 The lists are empty at the start of
the numerical phase	 When element Er is created� the Lson and Uson lists of
its pivot entries contain the Lsons and Usons of node r in Grdata	 When Er

is factorized� a tuple is placed in the Lson lists for each row s in the pattern
L�r of the contribution block	 The tuple placed in the Lson list s contains
�r� qs�� where s is the qs�th entry in L�r	 The contribution that Er makes to
the s�th pivot row is located in the qs�th row of Dr	 Only tuples up to and
including the �rst o��diagonal pair need to be placed	 Operations for the
Uson lists are similar	

Consider the following example LU factorization of a 
�by�
 matrix��
�������

p� � � � �
� p� � � �
� � p� � �
� � � p	 �
� � � � p�

�
�������

After the �rst element� E�� is factorized� tuples are placed in the Lson and
Uson lists as follows�

Pivot Lson list Uson list
� ��� ��
� ��� ��
� ��� �� ��� ��



List 
 is empty since the �rst o��diagonal pair for the �rst pivot is u�	 and
l	�	 When element E� is factorized� the tuple ��� �� is found in Uson list �	
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Thus� E� has one Uson E� whose contributions to pivot column � are found
in column � of D�	 Tuples for E� are placed in the lists�

Pivot Lson list Uson list
� ��� ����� ��
� ��� ����� �� ��� ��

 ��� �� ��� ��

Case � edge removal can be done dynamically using the Lson lists	 A edge
is removed by marking its associated tuple	 With the following submatrix of
L� �

��
pr
lsr ps
ltr lts pt

�
�� �

task r places the tuple �r� qs� in Lson list s� and the tuple �r� qt� in Lson list
t	 Task s assembles contributions from the unmarked tuples in its Lson list�
and scans the Lson list of each node t 	 Ls	 Task s �nds a reference to its
Lson node r in list t� marks the tuple� and assembles the corresponding row t

of E�s���
r into Es	 If a reference to r is found in both the Lson and Uson list of

node s� then s is an LUfather of r	 Task s assembles the entire LUson E�s���
r

into Es� and removes all tuples placed by task r in the Lson and Uson lists	
In either case� the edge �r� t� has been deleted from the graph �case � edge
removal�	 The element Er is deallocated if it no longer contains unassembled
contributions	 This is an example of how edge removal can decrease the
amount of working storage required for the frontal matrices	 Similarly� case
� edge removal can be done using the Uson lists	 Once assembly is complete�
the lists for node s are discarded	

In the previous example LU factorization of a 
�by�
 matrix� case � edge
removal occurs when element E� is factorized� with r � �� s � �� and t � �	
Task � �nds a tuple from one of its Lsons �namely� tuple ��� �� from node ��
in Lson list �	 This tuple is marked and the second row of D� �a contribution
to row � of the matrix being factorized� is assembled into E�	 Task � can
also mark the tuple ��� �� in Lson list �� and assemble the second row from
D� into E� �case � edge removal� with r � �� s � �� and t � ��	

The unmarked tuples in all the lists at step k form a dynamic represen�
tation of the unassembled edges in the reduced data ow graph�

f�s� t� j �s� t� 	 Erdata� s � k � tg�
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This set of edges is smaller than the set of all edges in Erdata	 With this second
alternative� the symbolic phase described in the next section does not need
to precompute the reduced data ow graph� and less memory is required to
represent it	

� Analysis�only algorithm

In the symbolic analysis phase� we wish to use a sparsity preserving heuristic
to generate an ordering and symbolic factorization information so that a sub�
sequent numerical factorization can use this information to e�ect an e�cient
decomposition	 Thus� in this symbolic analysis�only algorithm� the values of
the nonzeros are not taken into account and only the sparsity structure of
the matrix is considered	 We did start to design such an analysis phase but
were not convinced of its utility because of the problems with perturbing the
data structures that we mention elsewhere in this report	 However� we can
apply recent work of Du� and Reid ��
� based on algorithms developed by
Du�� Gould� Reid� Scott� and Turner ���� to obtain a suitable analysis	 We
discuss the use of their algorithms in this section	 Methods based on the
elimination dag are presented in ���� ���	

Du� et al	 ���� design algorithms for factorizing symmetric inde�nite ma�
trices which use block pivots of order � or �� chosen from the diagonal to
preserve symmetry� and are suitable even when there are zero entries on the
diagonal	 In particular� they have tested their codes on augmented matrices
of the form �

I A

AT �

�

which arise from the solution of least squares problems	 They also consider
the more general case where the upper left identity matrix is replaced by a
general symmetric matrix� H� say corresponding to the augmented matrix
that occurs when solving constrained nonlinear programming problems	 The
strategy used to select pivots in their symmetric analysis is that of minimum
degree� generalized to handle �� � pivots of the form

�
� �
� �

�
�full pivots��

�




�
� �
� �

�
�tile pivots�� and

�
� �
� �

�
�oxo pivots�	

Now� if we consider the augmented system

�
� BT

B �

� �
x

�

�
�

�
�
b

�
���

where B is a nonsingular unsymmetric matrix of order n� the �rst n compo�
nents of the solution are just the solution of the set of unsymmetric linear
equations

Bx � b�

Furthermore� if the algorithm of Du� et al	 ���� is used to choose pivots
from the coe�cient matrix of Equation �� then n oxo pivots will be chosen	
In addition� their generalization of the minimum degree criterion will ensure
that the o��diagonal entries of the oxo pivot will be the same as the entry inB
�and BT � with the lowest Markowitz count	 Thus we can use the symmetric
minimum degree ordering of Du� et al	 ���� to obtain a symbolic analysis of
an unsymmetric matrix	 The code of Du� and Reid ��
� will also produce
the equivalent of our data dependency directed acyclic graph which could�
after suitable modi�cation� be used as input to the factor�only algorithm of
this paper	 Because numerical values were not taken at all into account in
the analysis phase� we do not� however� recommend this route because of the
large amount of modi�cation to the resulting directed acyclic graph by the
subsequent numerical factorization phase	

	 Factor�only algorithm

This section describes the factor�only algorithm� an unsymmetric�pattern
multifrontal method that factorizes A into LU using the patterns and graphs
computed in the analysis�only or analysis�factor algorithm	 Numerical piv�
oting is performed in this phase� so it must be able to handle changes in the
predicted patterns of L and U 	

Task r does the following �for tasks r 	 V��
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�	 Wait until all sons of node r in the control ow graph have �nished	

�	 Create Er and assemble the contributions represented by the edges in
the data ow graph that terminate at node r into Er	 These are the
Lsons� Usons� and LUsons of node r in the dynamic representation
of the reduced data ow graph	 Deallocate elements of sons that no
longer have unassembled contributions	 The row and column pattern
of Er is Lr and Ur� which were precomputed in the symbolic phase
�although they might change due to numerical pivoting considerations
as described below�	

�	 Factorize the pivot block Fr into L�rnU�r� and compute the block row
U�r of U and block column of L�r� overwriting them in Er	 Then store
them in a separate� statically�allocated data structure for L and U 	
This step tries to �nd gr pivots within Fr� but might only be able to
�nd g�r pivots �where � � g�r � gr�	 Replace gr by the number of pivots
actually found �gr � g�r�	

�	 Compute the update terms with a rank�gr update to the contribution
block Dr� using the Level�� BLAS if gr � �� or Level�� if gr � �	 Par�
allelism can occur within these kernels� as well as between independent
tasks	


	 If node r is the last son to complete for a father t �in the control ow
graph�� then enable task t	

Numerical pivoting considerations might not allow the expected number
of pivots to be chosen from a pivot block Fr	 The work associated with
the failed pivots must be performed later	 This can be regarded as a forced
amalgamation of the the failed pivots with one or more fathers of r in the
data ow and control ow graphs� with any �ll�in constraints removed	

In the classical multifrontal method� the failed pivots are amalgamated
with the single father node s of r	 Task s then attempts to perform both
its own gs steps of LU factorization and that of any failed pivots of its sons	
Numerical pivoting causes only local changes in the elimination tree and in
the patterns of L and U � although these changes can ripple up if the piv�
ots also fail in the father node	 The changes are limited to the failed pivot
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rows and columns	 This case also occurs in the unsymmetric�pattern multi�
frontal method if node r has a single LUfather and no Lfathers or Ufathers	
Otherwise� larger disruptions can occur	

If a node r has either Lfathers or Ufathers in the data ow graph� and is
found to have numerically unacceptable pivots� the e�ects are not limited to
a single pair of nodes	 In the following example� node s is the Lfather of a
simple node r with a single failed pivot��

��
pr � urt
lsr ps ust
ltr � pt

�
�� �

One option is to amalgamate nodes r and s� as was done for numerical
pivoting failures in the classical multifrontal method	 However� this causes
�ll�in in the contribution block of Es� since the pivot rows are not likely to be
identical	 This �ll�in causes far�reaching e�ects in the data ow and control
ow graphs between node r and the root node	 Catastrophic �ll�in and loss
of parallelism in the control ow graph can result	

The second option for recovering from numerical pivoting failures is to
amalgamate node r with its single LUfather t� assuming it exists	 This has
the e�ect of reordering the matrix so the pivot pr follows pt��

�� ps ust usr
� pt utr
� lrt pr

�
�� �

Limited �ll�in occurs in the intermediate nodes between node r and node
t that are Lfathers and Ufathers of node r	 In this example� the column
pattern Us of element Es is augmented by including the failed pivot column
r �because of entry usr�	 The �ll�in in column r from Es �assuming ps is not
a column singleton� is

Lr � Lr � Ls�

If node s was instead a Ufather of node r� then the row pattern Ls of element
Es would be augmented by the single failed pivot row r	 The �ll�in in row r

from Es would be
Ur � Ur � Us�

Nodes r and s are not amalgamated� so catastrophic �ll�in does not occur
in the contribution block of Es� as in the �rst option	 Instead� �ll�in in any
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contribution block is limited to row or column r	 Fill�in also occurs in both
row and column r when it is amalgamated with t	

In general� node r is shifted past each intervening Lfather and Ufather
node� augmenting each Lfather by column r and each Ufather by row r	
Each Lfather s causes �ll�in with pattern Ls in column r� and each Ufather
s causes �ll�in with pattern Us in row r	 Finally� node r is amalgamated
with its single LUfather� node t	 Amalgamation with the LUfather t does
not cause �ll�in in the contribution block of Et because Lt already contains
the pattern Ls of any Lfather node s of r� even without amalgamation	 This
can be seen in the example above �prior to reordering�	 If s is an Lfather
of r� and t is an LUfather of r� then ust is nonzero �because of �ll�in� and
Ls � Lt	 Similarly� Ut is a superset of the pattern Us of any Ufather node s
of r	

The data ow and control ow graphs are only locally modi�ed� but this
option breaks down if node r does not have an LUfather t	 In this case�
node r is delayed until the end of the factorization	 Fill�in is caused in
row and column r by every ancestor of node r	 The failed pivot row and
column might easily become dense� leading to a high level of �ll�in if many
numerically unacceptable pivots are encountered	

To summarize� the factor�only algorithm presented in this section can
take advantage of the Level�� BLAS to factorize a sparse matrix with an
unsymmetric pattern	 This method� however� is �fragile� with respect to
numerical pivoting perturbations in the numerical phase	 The graphs and the
patterns of L and U can change drastically from those found by the symbolic
phase	 The changes are less drastic in the elimination tree and the patterns
of L and U for the classical multifrontal method	 Limiting the perturbations
caused by numerical pivoting is the most important open problem facing the
development of a practical factor�only algorithm� and we have suggested a
possible �rst step in this direction	 The next section presents an alternative
that bypasses this problem by combining the symbolic and numerical phases
into a single phase	


 Analysis�factor algorithm

Combining the symbolic and numerical factorization into a single phase is
more typical of conventional factorization algorithms for unsymmetric sparse
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matrices	 The advantage is that the numerical values are available during
the pivot search	 No pivot preordering is assumed	 Pivots are chosen as
the algorithm progresses via some sparsity�preserving and numerical criteria	
Unsymmetric permutations are allowed� and probably required� since no as�
sumption is made about a zero�free diagonal or the positive�de�niteness of
the original matrix	 The disadvantage to this approach is the lack of pre�
computed data ow and control ow graphs to guide the construction of new
elements� the assembly process� and the exploitation of parallelism	 Instead�
the algorithm must compute the graphs and the patterns of L and U dur�
ing factorization	 With a parallel pivot search� these symbolic computations
must also be done in parallel	

��� Data structures

The key to this algorithm is an extension to the dynamic representation
of the reduced data ow graph presented in Section �	�	 At step k in the
factorization� only pivots � through k are de�ned	 The pair of linked lists
associated with each pivot t cannot be de�ned for pivots t � k	 Instead� a
linked list is associated with each non�pivotal row i �an Lson list� and with
each non�pivotal column j �a Uson list�	

When task r creates and factorizes Er� it places a tuple �r� q� in the Lson
list of each row i 	 L�r� where i is the q�th entry in L�r	 It also places a tuple
�r� q� in the Uson list of each column j 	 U�r	 When task s starts �r � s�� its
Lsons are de�ned by the tuples in the Lson lists of the gs pivot rows of Es

�including both marked and unmarked tuples�	 Dynamic edge removal via
cases � and � can still be performed	 Task s scans the Lson list of each row
i 	 Ls	 If it �nds a reference to an Lson r of node s� then the tuple �r� q� is
marked� and the contribution to row i in Er �found in the q�th row of Dr�
is assembled into Es	 This is an example of case � edge removal	 If a tuple
referring to node r is found in both the Lson and Uson lists of s then s is an
LUfather of r	 Task s assembles the entire E�s���

r into Es	
Consider the following 
�by�
 matrix after two steps of LU factorization�

where the third pivot entry is shown as p�� but is not yet permuted to the
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third row and column	 �
�������

p� � � � �
� p� � � �

� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � p� �

�
�������

The Lson and Uson lists before the factorization of E� are�

Row�Column Lson list of row Uson list of column
� ��� �� ��� ��
� ��� ����� ��

 ��� ����� �� ��� ����� ��

Task � �nds the pivot� p�� in row 
 and column �� thus its Lson list is
���� ��� ��� ���� while its Uson list is empty	 During assembly� it �nds these
two tuples in the Lson list of row � corresponding to its Lson nodes � and �	
These tuples are marked� and the contributions of E� and E� to row � are
assembled into E�	

All data structures are allocated out of a single pair of one�dimensional
real and integer arrays	 The original matrix A is stored in both row and col�
umn form at the beginning of the two arrays� followed by various workspaces
and data structures of size n	 The end of the two arrays holds a stack con�
taining the pattern and numerical values of the LU factors	 These only grow
in size during factorization	 The space between the original matrix and �xed
arrays and the LU factors holds the frontal matrices and Lson and Uson
lists	 The frontal matrices and the Lson and Uson lists are allocated when
elements are created and deallocated when their corresponding contribution
block has been completely assembled	 These form the main dynamic data
structures in the algorithm	

��� Algorithm

The analysis�factor algorithm �rst initializes the data structures for the al�
locatable memory� the original matrix A� and the pivot search procedure	 It
then factorizes the matrix A into the product PAQ � LU � where P and Q

are the row and column permutations due to the pivot ordering	 The lower
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and upper triangular systems are then solved to arrive at the solution x to
the original problem Ax � b	 The factorization forms the major part of the
algorithm� and can be outlined as follows	 Initially� k � �	

�	 The pivot search �nds the pivot a
�k���
ij in Ak�� and interchanges rows i

and k� and columns j and k	 The pivot row and column de�ne Uk and
Lk� respectively	 The Lsons� Usons� and LUsons of node k are located
in the Lson list i and Uson list j	

�	 If the newly created element is about to exhaust the remaining un�
allocated memory� perform garbage collection	 Allocate the ck�by�rk
frontal matrix Ek and store the pivot row and column in it	

�	 Completely assemble LUsons of node k into Ek	 Assemble columns
from Usons and rows from Lsons	 Look for super�columns and super�
rows	 Permute the nrow super�rows and ncol super�columns to the
upper�left of the frontal matrix� and change Lk and Uk to reect this	
Let gk � min�nrow� ncol�	 Deallocate any elements whose contributions
have been completely assembled	

�	 Perform up to gk steps of numerical factorization within the front and
save the computed rows and columns of U and L	 Set gk to the number
of pivots actually found	


	 Perform degree update and update the Lson and Uson lists	 Increment
k by gk and repeat until the matrix is factorized	

��� Pivot search

The pivot search is based on Markowitz� strategy ����� which selects the pivot

a
�k���
ij with minimum upper bound on �ll�in �or cost��

�r�k���i � ���c�k���j � ���

Scanning a row i of A�k��� involves scanning row i of the active part of A and
unmarked tuples in the Lson list i	 Adding these terms gives the structure
and numerical values of row i in Ak��	 Columns are scanned similarly	 Many
candidate pivots will need to be searched� so this is an expensive operation
for only calculating the degree	 To avoid this� only upper and lower bounds
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of the degree of each row and column are computed	 When� and if� the
true degree is calculated� the two bounds are set equal to the true degree	
Only the �rst few columns with minimum upper bound degree are searched
���� ���� and the true degrees of these columns are computed	 The pivot
search is assisted by a set of n linked lists	 The d�th linked list holds those
columns with upper bound degree d	

The pivot a�k���kk at step k must satisfy the threshold partial�pivoting cri�
terion ����

ja
�k���
kk j � u � max

k�i�n
ja

�k���
ik j� � � u � �� ���

The candidate pivot is the numerically acceptable entry a
�k���
ij with lowest

approximate Markowitz cost using the true column degree and the upper
bound row degree	

��� Assembly and dynamic amalgamation

The frontal matrix E�k���
s of any LUson node s is assembled into Ek	 To mini�

mize the amount of indirect addressing necessary for the numerical additions�
o�sets are computed for the pivot row and column k	 A single scatter oper�
ation assembles a row of E�k���

s into Ek	 Without this o�set� both a scatter
and a gather would be needed	 This approach is taken in the classical mul�
tifrontal method ���	 The row and column o�set vectors R and C for Ek are
initialized as

R�Lk�q�� � q� q � � � � � jLkj

C�Uk�q�� � q� q � � � � � jUkj�

then adding the d�th row of Es into Ek is done as follows�

q � R�Ls�d��
for e � gs � � to jUsj

Ek�q� C�Us�e��� � Ek�q� C�Us�e��� � Es�d� e�
endfor

One or more columns j 	 Uk are assembled from each Uson� following
the dynamic representation of the reduced data ow graph discussed in Sec�
tion �	�	 The assembly takes advantage of the pivot column o�sets computed
for the LUson assembly	 If all tuples in the Uson list of column j are marked�
column j of the active part of A is scanned� and a count m is made of entries
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lying outside the row pattern� Lk	 If m � �� then the structure of column
j is identical to the structure of the pivot column k� and column j of the
active part of A is assembled into Ek	 Columns k and j form a super�column	
Otherwise� column j is not a super�column of column k� but its true degree
can be computed	 After factorization�

c
�k�gk���
j � jL�kj�m� ����

The assembly of Lsons and the search for super�rows is similar	

��� Numerical factorization within the frontal matrix

Pivots are constrained to the upper�left nrow�by�ncol submatrix� since only
these rows and columns are fully assembled	 They are selected with threshold
partial�pivoting �Equation ��	 The �rst step of the numerical factorization
of Ek �nds up to gk pivots and updates the left ck�by�ncol submatrix of Ek

�thereby updating D�
�k�	 The rest of the frontal matrix is not modi�ed by

this step� except by the pivot permutations	 The current version uses only
the Level�� BLAS for this step �Level�� BLAS should be used if gk is large
enough�	 gk is set to the actual number of pivots found	 At this point� Ek

has been partially factorized into

�
L�knU�k U��k B�k

L�k D�
�k D�k

�
�

The matrices L�knU�k are the gk�by�gk factorization of Fk	 The �rst ncol� gk
columns of U�k and D�

k are denoted as U��k and D�
�k� respectively	 The second

step of numerical factorization updates B�k and D�k� using the Level�� BLAS
if gk � �	 The lower�triangular system

L�kU��k � B�k

is solved for U��k� and B�k is overwritten by U��k	 Finally� D�k is overwritten
with

D�
�k � D�k � L�kU��k�

The gk rows and columns of Lk and Uk are copied from Ek into the data
structure for L and U 	 This data remains after Ek is deallocated	
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��� Partial degree update

Unless the true degree can be computed using Equation �� �or its counterpart
for the row degree�� the upper and lower bounds of the degrees of each row
i 	 L�k and column j 	 U�k are found by scanning their Lson and Uson lists�
respectively	 Let t � k� gk � �	 The new lower bound on the row degree r�t�i
is the largest of the following�

�	 the previous lower bound minus gk� since the degree cannot drop by
more than the number of reductions performed on the row�

�	 one� since the matrix is assumed to be non�singular�

�	 jU�kj� which is the number of columns in the contribution block Dk�
and also the upper bound on �ll�in in row i�

�	 the number of entries in row i of the active part of A� and


	 max�jU �t�
s j�� for each element s appearing in the Lson list of row i	

If the true degree is ever computed� it is likely that the �rst term will be
the largest	 The new upper bound on the row degree can be computed in a
similar way	 It is the smallest of the following�

�	 the previous upper bound plus jU�kj� since the row degree cannot in�
crease by more than the upper bound on the �ll�in in row i�

�	 n� t� which is the size of the active submatrix� and

�	 jU�kj�
P

s jU
�t�
s j� for each element s appearing in the Lson list of row i	

As with the lower bound computation� it is likely that the �rst term will be
the smallest if the true degree is ever computed	 These computations are
much less than those required to �nd the true degrees	

��� Summary of the analysis�factor algorithm

The analysis�factor algorithm is based on a dynamic representation of the
reduced data ow graph that guides the pivot search� the construction of
new elements� the assembly process� the detection of super�rows and super�
columns� and the degree update	 Dynamic amalgamation is made possible
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by the detection of super�rows and super�columns	 Thus� the algorithm can
take advantage of the Level�� BLAS	 It does not su�er from disruptions in
the graphs or in the patterns of L and U caused by numerical pivoting� as
does the factor�only algorithm	 Parallelism is not yet addressed� this and
other issues are dealt with in Section �� which presents open problems and
future work	 The following section compares the performance of the analysis�
factor algorithm with that of the D� algorithm and the classical multifrontal
method	

� Performance results

The analysis�factor algorithm has been implemented and tested on a parallel
minisupercomputer� the Alliant FX���	 The FX��� has eight processors�
each with a peak performance of ��	� megaops	 Since a fully parallel ver�
sion is not yet developed� only one processor is used for the performance
comparisons� even though both D� and the classical multifrontal method are
parallel algorithms	 Amestoy and Du��s version of the classical multifrontal
method is used for the comparisons ���	 Each algorithm was used to factorize
a set of �� test matrices from the Harwell�Boeing sparse matrix collection
����� and the results for �ve typical matrices are shown in Table �	

The table describes the �ve matrices by name� discipline from which they
are derived� size� number of nonzero entries� and asymmetry	 The asymmetry
of a matrix A is the number of unmatched o��diagonal entries over the total
number of o��diagonal entries	 An unmatched entry is an entry aij for which
aji is zero	 The next section of the table compares the performance of MA��
����� the D� algorithm �with and without the switch to dense code� �
��
the classical multifrontal method �Amestoy�Du�� ���� and the analysis�factor
algorithm based on the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method	 The D�
algorithm switches to dense code when a pivot set of less than four pivots is
found and when the density of Ak is greater than ���	 The Amestoy�Du�
algorithm uses a form of amalgamation that allows a controlled amount of
extra �ll�in	 The number of nonzeros in L and U � the number of oating�
point operations required to factorize the matrix �in millions�� and the run
time in seconds are compared	 The run time includes both the symbolic
analysis phase and the numerical factorization phase for all three algorithms	
These two phases are combined in the case of D� and the new analysis�factor
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algorithm� and are separate in the Amestoy�Du� algorithm	 The last section
of the table shows a timing pro�le of the new algorithm	 The total run time
is divided into the run time for initializing the original matrix and pivot
search data structures� the pivot search �step � of the algorithm outlined in
Section �	��� garbage collection and allocation of frontal matrices �step ���
assembly and dynamic amalgamation �step ��� numerical factorization within
the frontal matrices �step ��� and the partial degree update �step 
�	

Several conclusions can be made from these results	 First� the analysis�
factor algorithm �nds an LU factorization with a reasonable number of
nonzeros compared with MA��	 The MA�� algorithm uses the true Marko�
witz criterion� while the analysis�factor algorithm uses a modi�ed cost based
on the upper bound of the row and column degrees	 The modi�ed method
simpli�es the degree update while only slightly degrading the performance
in terms of �ll�in	 In fact� the method has less �ll�in than the classical mul�
tifrontal method for all but the nearly�symmetric matrix lns���� �another
reason for this di�erence is the relaxed amalgamation in the classical multi�
frontal algorithm�	 It always has less �ll�in than the D� algorithm �with the
switch�	 For this reason� it also requires fewest oating point operations to
factorize the matrix� except for the lns���� matrix	

Although the new analysis�factor method is never the fastest for these ma�
trices� it is often faster than the slowest of the other two �D� with switch and
Amestoy�Du��	 The implementation requires re�nement� as discussed in the
next section	 The oating�point operations in the analysis�factor algorithm
are divided between the assembly �step �� and the numerical factorization
�step ��	 Most of the oating�point work is done in step �� which uses dense
matrix kernels	 Step � is faster than step �� which relies on gather�scatter
operations	 These steps together take up about half the total run time	 The
degree update and pivot search take up the bulk of the rest of the time	

Table � shows how e�ective amalgamation and edge removal are in simpli�
fying the data ow and control ow graphs for the same �ve matrices	 With
no amalgamation� the number of edges in the complete graph �Gcomplete� is
simply the number of o��diagonal entries in L and U 	 Amalgamation and
case � and � edge removal is applied to obtain the reduced data ow graph�
Grdata	 More edges can be removed from Grdata using cases � and � to ob�
tain the reduced control ow graph� Grcontrol	 As is apparent from the table�
Grdata and Grcontrol have many fewer edges than Gcomplete	 Transitive reduc�
tion could reduce the number of edges even further� but at an unacceptable
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Table �� Performance comparisons and pro�le of analysis�factor algorithm
Matrix
name lns	
	� sherman� mahindas gemat gre��
discipline �uid �ow geology economics power computer
order 	
	� 		� ��� �
�
 ��
nonzeros ����� ���
	 ���� 		�� ����
asymmetry ��� ���� ��
� ��� ���

Nonzeros in LnU

MA�� ����	 �	��� ���	 ���
 ��
��
D� �no switch� �		
�� ����� ��
 ����� �	��
D� �switch� ������ 	����� 	��� ���� ��	��
Amestoy�Du� �
��	 ���� ��	� ��	�� ��	
analysis�factor �		��
 ��� �	� ����� �		��

operations ����
D� �switch� ���� 	
�� �� �� 	��
Amestoy�Du� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
analysis�factor 
��	 	�
 �� ��� 	��

time �seconds�
D� �switch� ��� ���
 �� �	 ���
Amestoy�Du� ��� ��
 ��� ��� ���
analysis�factor �
�
 ���	 ��� ��� ���

analysis�factor
timing pro�le ����
initializations �� ��� ��
 �	 ��	
� pivot search 
�� 
�� �	�� 	��� ����
�� allocation ��
 ��� ��� 	�� ���
	� assembly ���
 	��
 	
�� ���� 	
��
�� numerical ��� ��� ��� ���� ���
�� degree update ��� 
�� ���� ��� ����
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Table �� Reduced data ow and control ow graphs
Matrix
name lns	
	� sherman� mahindas gemat gre��
order 	
	� 		� ��� �
�
 ��
b� irreducible blocks 	� ��� ��� 	�� 

edges in Gcomplete ��
�
� ���

 

�� �	��� ����
edges in Grdata 	���� �
�� ��� ���� ����
edges in Grcontrol 

�� 		�� ��
 ���� ���	
lower bound� jVj � b 		�� 	
� �� ���� 
��

computational cost	 The lower bound on the number of edges that transitive
reduction could obtain for a data ow or control ow graph with jVj nodes
is jVj � b �where b is the number of irreducible blocks in A ���� although the
edge counts were computed without permuting the matrix A to block upper
triangular form�	

� Summary

The factor�only algorithm is �fragile� with respect to disruptions in the
graphs and patterns of L and U caused by numerical pivoting	 This problem
is addressed by the analysis�factor algorithm	 The disruptions are avoided by
combining the numerical and symbolic phases so that pivots can be selected
on both sparsity�preserving and numerical criteria	 However� the factor�only
algorithm still forms an important part of a complete unsymmetric�pattern
multifrontal method	 If multiple problems are to be solved that have simi�
lar pattern and numerical characteristics �in solving nonlinear systems� for
example�� the pivot ordering of the �rst matrix is often suitable for succes�
sive matrices	 The analysis�factor algorithm would factorize the �rst matrix
and provide the pivot ordering to the factor�only algorithm� which factor�
izes subsequent matrices	 Few numerical problems would be expected in the
factor�only algorithm	 However� a better handling of the disruptions caused
by numerical pivoting is the most important open problem facing the devel�
opment of a practical factor�only algorithm	

Parallelism is not yet addressed in the sequential version of the analysis�
factor algorithm	 Some parallel work can take place within the dense matrix
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kernels� and while this will be important in the �nal version� it will not
provide enough parallelism in general	 A truly parallel version must take
advantage of parallelism across multiple frontal matrices	 Parallelism can
be incorporated in one of several ways	 The parallel pivot search of the D�
algorithm can be adapted to this algorithm	 The pivot search �rst creates
an independent set of pivots �m� say�	 Each factorization task takes a single
pivot and extends it into a block of pivots via dynamic amalgamation	 Since
multiple tasks can a�ect a single row or column in the active submatrix�
these tasks either cooperate to update the degrees� or a separate parallel
degree update phase is employed	 When all factorization tasks �nish� a new
set of independent pivots is found	 A second approach would pipeline the
pivot search with the numerical factorization	 The pivot search task �with
one processor or a set of processors� searches for pivots that are independent
with the pivots of currently�executing factorization tasks	 A task k is created
for each pivot	 Task k creates the frontal matrix Ek� performs the assembly�
factorizes it� and either cooperates with other tasks to perform the degree
update or requests the pivot search task to perform the degree update	 When
it completes� it signals the pivot search task that the rows and columns it
a�ected �L�k and U�k� respectively� are now candidates for the pivot search	
In both approaches� multiple factorizations of the associated frontal matrices
are done in parallel	
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